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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic and national quarantine requirements exacerbated
domestic violence, as survivors had to stay at home with their abusers with limited
access to communication channels or resources for help. In this project, a team of
lawyers, designers, and technologists collaborated to assist a domestic violence clinic
at a law school to design services to help student attorneys and advocates to better
connect with domestic violence survivors who sought legal help during the pandemic.
The aim of this service was to support the domestic violence survivors with remote
assistance, such as remote intake, a safe means of collecting information, and access
to court forms to file abuse-prevention orders. This COVID-19 rapid response case
study contributes to the emerging field of legal design by showcasing how the
interdisciplinary collaboration of law, design, and technology can help enhance
stakeholders' dignity and autonomy in the design of services.
Keywords: legal design; service design; design for dignity and autonomy; COVID-19 rapid
response

1. Introduction
Recent statistics show a sharp increase of the reported cases of domestic violence in the
United States during the COVID-19 lockdown, ranging from 7.5% and 20% between March and
May of 2020 during the time when a national stay-at-home order was taking place (Boserp et
al., 2020; Leslie and Wilson, 2020). A 2021 meta study reveals that there has been a worldwide
connection between staying at home during the pandemic and an increase in domestic
violence, garnering attention from the World Health Organization, United Nations, and
UNICEF (Piquero et al., 2021). In parallel, scholars have expressed concerns that the actual
increase in domestic violence has been much higher than reported considering that the
lockdown of businesses would lead to economic pressures that could add additional stress to
each individual home. Moreover, stay-at-home situations are generally associated with
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International Licence.
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increased instances of abuse, as victims are forced to be isolated with the abusers (Boserp et
al., 2020; Kofman and Garfin, 2020). Even after vaccination began, it became clear that the
pandemic is here to stay, and the continued social distancing guidelines and economic
ramifications will keep up the rise of domestic violence.
To make matters worse, studies show that survivors who reached out to domestic violence
hotlines during the lockdown period reported that their abusers were leveraging the
pandemic health requirements as a way to restrict their access to support resources
(Anurudran et al., 2020). Not only are survivors locked at home with their abusers 24 hours
without privacy, their chances of being alone outside have decreased due to broader public
health guidelines that limit access to public spaces or public transportation. For instance,
many shelters have de-densified their numbers to comply with social distancing protocols,
and opportunities for legal help from community organizations, courts, or churches have been
reduced because of the pandemic. In essence, survivors were forced to choose between
protecting themselves from violence or from the virus.
In order to respond to this problem, an interdisciplinary team of lawyers and designers at
Northeastern University collaborated to support a Domestic Violence Institute (DVI) in the
School of Law at Northeastern University. In Spring 2020, immediately after the U.S. lockdown
order, the DVI initially experienced a drop in calls for help by 66%. However, the lawyers at
the clinic were concerned that the drop rate did not mean an actual decrease in cases but
instead lack of opportunities to access the clinic. The aim of this project was to leverage digital
means to assist the DVI in connecting with domestic violence survivors who sought legal
advice and shelter during the Covid-19 quarantine. This designed service intends to support
the domestic violence survivors in Boston with (1) remote assistance by law students, (2) safe
and secure means of collecting information such as pictures, emails and text messages
documenting abuse, and (3) access to court forms to automatically generate case filings for
abuse-prevention orders in the appropriate court systems.
In this paper, we share the case study of a COVID rapid response project to assist domestic
violence survivors, utilizing service design methods applied to a legal design challenge. The
NuLawLab, that lead this design effort with the DVI, is one of the first law-school legal design
labs in the world, founded in 2012, with the vision to create a world where everyone is
empowered to use the law. We roughly define legal design as the act of applying design
approaches and methods to the task of resolving challenges people face navigating legal
systems, and accessing legal products and services. In the following sections, we will examine
how legal design and service design complement each other for a synergetic collaboration and
when brought together in this specific context, serves to enhance the dignity and autonomy
of domestic violence survivors.

2. Background: legal design and service design
Legal design is an emerging field of practice with less than ten years of history in the United
States. Margaret Hagan, one of the founders of this field, describes, “the purpose of legal
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design is to develop a human-centered, participatory approach to reforming the legal system
— one that recognizes the importance of new technology but that does not privilege it as the
main way to innovate" (Hagan, 2020, pp. 8). Initially, the movement in the U.S. started within
academia but more recently design methods are increasingly being adopted by commercial
law firms and government agencies to innovate legal representation and policy making. Even
conservative systems, like civil courts, are starting to pay attention to legal design approaches
as a response to the reality that many of the litigants in the United States are not assisted at
all by lawyers (Jackson, Kim, and Sievert, 2020).
Legal design is rapidly growing, but the role of design is often interpreted as a functional one,
such as providing a design path (methods, thinking, approach) to improve legal systems, or
designerly ways for lawyerly concerns (Perry-Kessaris, 2019; Hagan, 2020). Design is
frequently seen as a toolbox to improve the communication between legal professionals and
customers, and as a skillset to create interfaces and visualizations to bridge them with digital
technologies (Curtotti, Haapio, and Passera, 2015; Wallser, Barton, and Haapio, 2017). Part of
the reason for this is because our technology-driven environment is a fundamental driving
force behind the phenomenon of the legal world seeking out design (Corrales, Fenwick, and
Haapio, 2019) for enhanced communication and interfacing, reminiscent of the early 2000's
rise of interaction design as a mediator between technology and users.
However, there is an increasing number of studies that move beyond immediate applications
of design to law to discuss the foundational principles of legal design and advance its
theoretical frameworks to enrich interdisciplinary collaboration beyond methods and means.
For example, Jackson et al. (2020) argues that rhetoric as the civic art is the common ground
for both law and design, which enables an expanded aim for legal design from practical
interfacing to the enhancement of public good, justice, and equality – all by increasing access
to legal systems. Most profoundly, these emerging discussions have encouraged us to
examine design's essential role in communicating the law to vulnerable audiences. Hagan and
Kim propose that the ultimate aim of legal design is enhancing the dignity of the people who
experience the system (Hagan and Kim, 2017). Happio and Rossi (2018, 2019) argue for the
importance of embedding values in legal design, especially in the context of privacy protection
in legal technology (Rossi et al., 2019; Haapio et al., 2018). Haapio (2020) also highlights the
need for seeing design as a proactive legal act that supports people’s ability to interact with
legal information in an engaging and actionable way, thereby enhancing justice and common
good. Doherty (2020) suggests that the role of design is to deliver better access to legal
systems, as technology has created the potential that citizens can directly interact with legal
information without the mediating force of legal representation.
These emerging theoretical explorations center the value of empowering stakeholders. Law
has been conventionally distributed by trained legal experts to the general public, but now
technology enables greater access to legal information. This change creatively disrupts the
roles of lawyers and lawmakers, directing them to deliberate on the future of the field (PerryKessaris, 2019; Curtotti, Haapio, and Passera, 2015). In this respect, we propose that
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examining the intersection of legal design and service design can contribute to the burgeoning
discussions on the nature of legal design beyond the fact that it deals with legal problems and
uses design methods. Service design is an approach that aims to see service as the substance
of design. There is no formally agreed-upon definition, but according to a survey of 150 service
designers done by the authors of Service Design Tools, the most voted definition is:
"Service design helps organizations see their services from a customer perspective. It is
an approach to designing services that balances the needs of the customer with the
needs of the business, aiming to create seamless and quality service experiences.
Service design is rooted in design thinking, and brings a creative, human-centered
process to service improvement and designing new services. Through collaborative
methods that engage both customers and service delivery teams, service design helps
organizations gain true, end-to-end understanding of their services, enabling holistic
and meaningful improvements" (Megan Erin Miller, recited from Stickdorn et al., 2018)

This definition shows the multi-faceted characteristics of service design. First proposed by
marketing scholars (Levitt, 1972; Shostack, 1982) along with representative methods like
service blueprint (Bitner, Ostrom, and Morgan, 2008), service design initially focused on
increasing effectiveness and efficiency by giving otherwise intangible services a tangible,
identifiable form (Kim, 2018). However, as designers adopted this approach, they advanced
service by introducing an experiential perspective (Penin, 2018), resulting in several
characteristics that are unique to service design:
Humanizing: Service design features a human-centered approach aiming to improve the
quality of customer experience (Saco & Goncalves, 2008), highlighting the importance of
research to understand the perspectives of stakeholders (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2010).
Holistic: Service design is also known for being a holistic and contextual (Karpen et a., 2017)
approach that integrates strategy, system, process (Saco & Goncalves, 2008), and multiple
touchpoints throughout service experiences (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2010).
Participatory: Service design seeks to consider and involve relevant stakeholders of the service
system, including customers, workers, managers, and community members who are directly
and indirectly influenced by the service (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2010, Kim, 2018); therefore, it
is characterized by a co-creative, inclusive (Karpen, Gemser, & Calabretta, 2017), and
interdisciplinary (Saco & Goncalves, 2008) nature. Additionally, service exists by the coproduction of stakeholders, making service essentially participatory (Vargo & Lusch, 2008).
Tangible: Turning invisible service explicit and experiential (Karpen, Gemser, & Calabretta,
2017) by providing models and tangible/visible interfaces is often argued to be the key
contribution of design to service development. They serve not only as interfaces for use, but
also as evidence for understanding and trusting services (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2010).
Procedural: Service design is also characterized by a systematic and iterative design process
(Saco & Goncalves, 2008) that features experimental characteristics (Karpen, Gemser, &
Calabretta, 2017). Service, the outcome of this design process, is also comprised of an
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experiential process for the stakeholders that is described as the customer journey (Stickdorn
& Schneider, 2010), and often appears as a form of learning cycles (Saco & Goncalves, 2008).
Transformative: Advocating humanistic needs in contrast to the operational needs of the
technological system also leads to emphasis on human values such as cultural
meanings (Karpen, Gemser, & Calabretta, 2017) and moral principles (Buchanan, 2001),
raising questions about the role of service design in the societies. Therefore, service design
tends to be betterment-oriented (Karpen et a., 2017), aiming for organizational innovation or
societal transformations (Junginger & Sangiorgi, 2009; Sangiorgi, 2011).
In this project, we explored how these humanistic, holistic, participatory, tangible, procedural,
and transformative aspects of service design can enrich legal design. By bringing together
service, "the soft infrastructure of society (Penin, 2018)" and law, which can be seen as the
invisible net that comprises our societies, we expect a synergy between the two fields in
empowering people who use legal systems.

3. Method
This research was conducted between April 2020, a month after the governor of
Massachusetts declared a state of emergency due to the pandemic and issued the stay-athome order, and December 2020, when the vaccine began to be administered. This COVID-19
rapid response project faced multiple challenges. First, in-person interviews or participatory
research was extremely limited due to the social distancing guidelines. Second, domestic
violence survivors were at home with their abusers, 24 hours a day, with limited privacy and
usage of communication devices; therefore, the utilization of alternative means of research
such as phone interviews, Zoom meetings, or Jamboard workshop participation was also
restricted. Third, we wanted to prioritize survivors’ urgent needs instead of adding mental
burden to already strained situations by inviting them to human subject research. There was
a need to help the survivors as soon as possible so that they could be protected from the
dangerous situations. Therefore, from very early on this project was focused on setting up a
remote clinic. We wanted to create a safer communication alternative immediately so that
survivors could better access legal services.
The fact that we could not directly interact with the survivors posed a main challenge to the
approach that NuLawLab had been employing as the methods for legal design, such as
conducting co-design workshops. Instead of co-design, we utilized service design approaches
that include the perspectives of stakeholders, and collected information about the survivors’
situations and needs from the clinic lawyers, who had multiple years of experience supporting
the survivors. A such, they possess abundant knowledge about survivors that they can
represent the survivors. We collected information about their personas, emotions, and
perspectives, as well as the experiential patterns that include the pain points and the needs.
Service design tools, such as stakeholder journeys and service blueprints, helped us to capture
this information and turn them into models that represent the experiences of the survivors,
while maintaining a holistic and human-centric perspective.
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In addition to the methodological benefit, the collaboration of the disciplines also enabled the
team to focus on the aim of enhancing the dignity and autonomy of the stakeholders. As
dignity is an abstract and multi-faceted concept, we intended to nurture dignity through the
lens of autonomy, as moral philosophers propose that dignity and autonomy are closely tied
concepts (Pico della Mirandola, 1486/1996; Kant, 1785/1998). Autonomy can be roughly
defined as one’s capability to govern oneself and act accordingly. Autonomy is a fundamental
condition for political wellbeing (Rousseau, 1762/2018), psychological health (Deci & Ryan,
2000), as well as being a core value of holistic domestic violence legal services. Having a
common vision based on shared value, such as the principle of autonomy, helped to bring
disciplines and perspectives together in collaboration.
As a way to design a human-centered yet holistic experience with a focus on the principles of
dignity and autonomy, we used a modified version of Joseph Campbell's Hero's Journey
specifically focusing on nurturing autonomy. Hero's Journey (Campbell, 1949/2008) is one of
the foundational models that represents an archetypal journey of a hero entering into a
special world to change a problematic situation in the ordinary world. Kim and Lee (2021)
interpreted this journey as a process of an individual utilizing a service system to gain
autonomy to face and resolve the problems in everyday life. They proposed a service
storytelling model based on the Hero's Journey to design services that nurture the autonomy
of the user through four phases (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Campbell’s original hero’s journey (left) and Kim and Lee’s service storytelling model (right)

The service storytelling model was suitable for the DVI service for several reasons. First, the
DVI service required the survivors and law students to actively participate in the difficult
process of breaking out from existing situations and finding alternatives, so the framework for
supporting autonomy worked particularly well. Another aspect was that multiple
organizations were involved in the proposed service, including two law schools, apartment
building managements, grocery stores, police, hotels, social services, courts and more.
Therefore, we needed a framework that could cross the boundaries of these entities while
maintaining a seamless consistency of experience. Lastly, the service design approach helped
us to supplement face to face ethnographic studies that we could not conduct due to the
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ongoing physical-distancing needs to prevent Covid-19. Instead, we used storytelling models
as a high-level boundary object (Starr, 1989) to help team members with diverse backgrounds
to imagine the holistic experience from each participants’ perspective and to stimulate
conversations to share information. Boundary object refers to a tool that is plastic enough to
be used in different disciplines yet still maintains its integrity, therefore enables
interdisciplinary understanding and collaboration.

3. Design
3.1 Service design
Approaching this project from a service design perspective helped the team examine the
process holistically to identify diverse needs at different touchpoints that had to be
coordinated together, and to discover problems from multiple stakeholders' points of view.
The focus on the principle of autonomy enabled us to see those who we serve as active
"survivors" instead of passive "victims." That compelled us to design the whole system to
support their decision-making, planning, and action. We created two-stage major consulting
channels: (1) A website for information and digital intake; and (2) A specialized and generally
available app to collect and report the abuse details and other information. Additionally, our
service design approach enabled us to examine the journeys of diverse stakeholders before
and after the legal consults at the DVI and create touchpoint materials to support the holistic
experience. (3) We designed multiple channels that the survivors could use to learn about the
DVI service and contact the clinic safely and securely. (4) We also detailed the experience
following the legal consult, which included finding a safe shelter and planning for a life after
the sheltering.
First, we created seven Hero’s Journeys as a framework that captured the end to end
experiences of a law student, a case manager, a supervisor, a shelter staff member, as well as
three survivor personas. Four of them are presented in Figure 2. These maps, as well as the
process of co-creation in which the team developed these maps, enabled the team to think
from the perspectives of multiple stakeholders to optimize the entire service experience. It
also highlighted that there are challenges in the experiences leading to and following the
consult, specifically that there was a need to reach out to existing networks of community
organizations beyond creating technological means to consult the survivors. For example, we
proposed that it is of critical importance that we collaborate with apartment managers,
grocery chain workers, and bank employees who would meet those who are in need on a
routine basis, to build connection points to the survivors who could rarely leave their homes.
We also generated ideas to reach out to hotel chains and university dorms, which were empty
during the peak time of the COVID-19, to use them as temporary shelters for domestic
violence survivors.
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Survivor 1: mother with limited access to technology

As Jenny and her child continue to stay at the hotel
safely, Jenny starts calling the resources and
services one by one to prepare for their future.
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(through website
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11
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When they arrive at the shelter,
Jenny feels relieved. She shows her
code number to the staff. The staff
has been informed by the DVC
beforehand. They help Jenny and her
child sanitize and check in.

Survivor

Personal protective
equipment

10

Shelter staff

8
9

2

The situation was tolerable until the COVID-19 epidemic
worsened and they both had to stay at home together all day.
Now he is constantly aggressive and she wants to seek help.
However, he never leaves her alone.

3
Defining the problem

Protected through
restraining orders
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Equipped with
information,
evidence and
action plans
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the system

Advanced

Solution-seeker

End cause

Formal cause

4

Mary goes out for grocery shopping but Peter follows
her. In the check-out counter, the service representative
hands over a receipt with a QR code to the DVC.

Vision for
problem solving

5

DAILY LIFE

Service concept

SERVICE

Designers
(through website)

12

When they get home, Mary goes to the
restroom with her cell phone. She scans the
QR code to quickly access the website.

6

Peter abuses her again. This time,
Mary calls the police. The police
protect her from Peter and take Mary
to the DVC shelter upon her request.

Direction
to the shelter

Intermediate

Beginner

Material cause

Efficient cause

Mary starts chatting with the team. She explains
the problem, i.e., that Peter is abusive and he is
threatening to harm her parents if she leaves him.

7
Survivor

Evidence
App

Court
Phone

Mary is still hesitant. She reads the information
on the website and also searches social media
to confirm that the DVC is trustworthy. She
decides to give it a try.

DVC representatives

Police car

Mary starts reverting to her confident self and 11
starts to record her situation using the app
provided by the DVC. The app can help her take
photos, videos or audio, but these pieces of
evidence will not remain in her phone once she
sends them to the DVC, so Peter would not notice.

Police

The DVC team provides her with legal knowledge, self-help
measures and action plan options. They also inform her that
she can have a temporary shelter to stay at safely if she needs
one. Mary learns how to communicate the matter to her
parents and to protect them.

8

10

The DVC team informs Mary that they have
discreetly sent the case involving the abuser to
the court. Mary can choose to go to her
parents’ home or seek shelter from the DVC
team. Mary feels empowered.

9

Mary decides to take action. The current social distancing and curfew implemented
can be taken as opportunities because Peter cannot approach her family. Mary fills
out the form to request for a restraining order from the court and submits it. She
also learns about what will happen if she reports to the police.

Defining the problem
Vision for
problem solving

Advanced

Solution-seeker

End cause

Formal cause

Anne participates in an online meeting with the
DVC staff and learns that she can volunteer as a
student attorney. She does not need to pass the
bar exam because legally, she will work under the
supervision of the licensed director.

4

5

She decides to join the DVC team. She is
welcomed and is encouraged to join the
on-boarding process.

Care built into
the system

DAILY LIFE
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Intermediate
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Material cause

Efficient cause

Designers
(through website
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DVC supervisors
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Hotel staff
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Survivors
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She learns about the overall process of
informing, advocating, protecting and
checking up with clients. She also leans
about the website and the app and is trained
to assist clients in filling out the forms and
collecting evidence.

Student attorney

Forms

8
10
Anne provides Mary relevant legal
knowledge and suggests a few action
9
plan options for her based on the
existing database.
Anne successfully finishes her on-boarding. She now starts working on
her first case. She receives messages from Mary, who is suffering from
domestic violence and wants to seek help. Anne helps Mary fill out the
online form and shows her how to use the app to record evidence.

When Mary is ready to move to the next step, Sarah
assists with the check-out. She also provides her with
the farewell packet prepared by the DVC. Sarah feels
confident and is ready to help more guests.

Anne discusses with a faculty member. The professor knows
about the DVC and recommends that she join the team to
help with domestic violence cases.

3

Service concept

Safety plans

14

Hotel staff

15

Contacts

13

2

Empowered
and independent

Sarah runs a mid-sized motel. The motel is closed due
to COVID-19 and her staff are temporarily unemployed.
She is worried because it seems the lockdown will
continue for many months.
Sarah has requested for government support, but it is taking too much time.
She hears that the restaurants next door are experiencing difficulties too but
1
she is unsure how she can be of help.

Providing information,
resources, and connections
to support action

Anne feels empowered in being able
to help Mary. She collates Mary’s files
11
and discusses a safety plan with the
DVC team. The team discreetly submits
the form to the court and refers Mary
to the DVC’s community partners.

She is greeted with a welcome package
containing more resources and information.
With the advice of the DVC team, Mary
composes an email and text message to
inform her family, friends, and those who
might be influenced about the situation.

1

15

Anne is a student at a law school. She
wants to gain more practical experience
and also help people through the
application of her knowledge.
Anne is uncertain about how she could help because she is not a licensed
attorney yet. She is also unsure how she can assist her clients during the
COVID-19 situation, which has led to very limited interactions.

Empowered and
capable of helping

Providing a safe
shelter and helping
with transitions

Mary continues to stay at the shelter and works using
her laptop. She contacts several services that DVC has
referred, such as a mental health counsellor. The DVC
communicates with her to give updates on the status of
the case. One day, DVC informs her that the court has
issued a restraining order to Peter. He can no longer
approach her or her parents.

Student Attorney

1

After Mary settles down at the shelter, Anne
refers professional assistance, such as mental
therapy from other organisations, to Mary.
Anne also keeps track of the court order and
14
informs Mary about the progress.

13

The next day, Jenny decides to move out with her child.
The team sends her the detailed plan, including the shelter’s
location, public transportation route and a code number for
checking in at the shelter. The DVC assures her that the shelter
staff will know what to do and that they will brief her on the next
steps the moment she arrives.

Jenny goes home and comes up with an excuse to
go out and buy something for her child. She and her
child put on face masks. Then they leave home and
take the bus to the shelter.

Anne keeps in touch with Mary periodically to
check how she is doing and remains helpful
throughout the entire process. Anne feels
confident and is ready to help more survivors.

Jenny explains her situation to the DVC
representatives and communicates her concern
about leaving home during the pandemic. The
team helps her set up a safe plan, as well as to
fill out the online form to submit to the court.
The team explains that they can provide her with
shelter if she needs one.

7

DVC representatives

Address and directions
Code number

Anne works with the shelter staff
to prepare Mary’s welcome
packet. When Mary arrives at the
shelter, Anne checks and
confirms Mary’s identity and
grants permission for her to stay
at the shelter.

Jenny browses the website to obtain
information and resources and to learn
about action protocols.

6

SERVICE

Information packet

Jenny finally feels safe. She
realises that she is a survivor and a
protector of her child. Jenny
explains the situation and her
future plans to her child.

Jenny decides to fight back
for the sake of her child.

Vision for
problem solving

DAILY LIFE

12

There is a welcome package in
the room. Jenny finds a basket
of food, coupons, essentials and
an information packet. Jenny
and her child eat and celebrate.

After receiving an emergency
call from Mary, Anne
immediately contacts the police
and the shelter.

The manager shows her a Domestic Violence Clinic
(DVC) poster that also indicates its website. She
gives Jenny the key to the apartment’s computer
lab, which has been closed due to the COVID-19.

4

Care built into
the system

Feeling safe
and respected

Jenny reads the information packet
to learn about the COVID-19
security guidelines, suggested
long-term plan options, resources,
and community organisations.

One day, her washing machine gets broken. Jenny goes to
the leasing office to submit a work order. The leasing
manager notices Jenny’s bruise.

3
Protecting her child

Mary is an outgoing woman ho has
a stable job and is comfortable with
technology. She just moved into
As they begin living together, she discovers that he has a predilection for
her boyfriend Peter’s house.
violence. However, she is hesitant to take action because Peter knows her
workplace and her parents’ home address.

After spending two weeks of COVID-19
quarantine time at the shelter, Mary
safely returns to her parents’ home.

The situation has worsened with the COVID-19 quarantine as the
violence has now extended to her child.

2

15
She reaches out to the DVC and expresses the
concerns over her future financial needs. The
DVC refers her to divorce attorneys and
organisations that provide social support.

Survivor 2: Single, working, no children. Abuser threatens her family

Jenny suffers from domestic
violence but she is hesitant to take
action because her abuser would
notice if she attempts to seek help.

Anne goes through the cultural trainings. She
learns about the psychology of domestic violence
and the typical patterns of progress. She also
leans about respectful language and behaviour to
safeguard clients’ dignity and autonomy.

When Mary arrives at the shelter, Anne
calls to check in Mary and processes the
payment. Maintaining social distance but
still giving a warm welcome, Sarah
greets Mary and provides her with the
welcome package.

Defining the problem

Supporting local economy

Vision for
problem solving

Providing information,
resources, and connections
to support action
Providing
a safe shelter
and essentials

4

Service concept

Advanced

Solution-seeker

End cause

Formal cause

Sarah learns that the survivors will be funded by the
government and that their location will be kept secure
from the abuser. The DVC team also explains that most
of the procedures will be done non contact and they will
follow a protocol for the 2-week COVID-19 quarantine.

5

Care built into
the system

DAILY LIFE

12

Sarah decides to participate in the DVC
programme. The DVC team invites her to join
the online training session.

6

SERVICE

Welcome package
Script

Hotel staff

Intermediate

Beginner

Material cause

Efficient cause

11

Sarah learns about the overall process of the service,
including legal advice, shelter stay, social services
and the survivors’ paths after they leave the shelter.
She also learns about the website and the app. She
is trained to assist the survivors with information and
recommendations with regards to self-quarantine.

Designers
(through website
and app)

7

Protocol
DVC representatives

Service blueprint

Sarah feels empowered in being able to help
Mary. She decides to be her protector during the
latter’s stay. Sarah prepares Mary’s room and
leaves the welcome packet in the room.

Phone

Sarah receives a message from
student attorney Anne that Mary, who is
suffering from domestic violence, will
arrive at the shelter in a few days.

Sarah goes through the cultural trainings. She learns
about the psychology of domestic violence and the
typical patterns of progress. She also leans about
respectful language and behaviour to safeguard the
survivors’ dignity and autonomy.

Designers
(through toolkits)

Message

Local shop owners

10

Anne watches how other student attorneys help the clients as
she helps the team organise and manage cases, monitor victim
feedback and conduct other services.

DVC approaches Sarah and asks her to participate in a
programme that provides domestic violence survivors
temporary shelter. The government allows authorised guests
to stay at some accommodations.

3

Empowered and
capable of helping

14

13

After Mary settles down at the shelter,
Sarah delivers a box of meals and
essentials to her door every three days
until Mary finishes her two-week
self-quarantine.

2

15

Mary continues to stay even after the
self-quarantine period. Sarah periodically keeps in
touch with Mary via text message or app to check
how she is doing. Sarah assists her with personal
protective equipment (PPE) and by making
connections to local restaurants and stores.

9

8

The DVC team hands over the service blueprint, toolkits and
welcome packets to Sarah. They personalise the tools to work
better with Sarah’s inn and her area. She makes arrangements
with local restaurants and stores for food delivery and
preparation of the essentials.

Sarah and the DVC team
successfully completes a mock-up
session together to prepare and
practice the details.

Figure 2. Application of service storytelling models to the service design of a domestic violence clinic

For the next step, the team developed the DVI service in more detail, utilizing service design
tools such as customer journeys, service blueprints with multiple players (Figure 3),
experience prototyping utilizing scenarios (Figure 4), and touchpoint materials in print or
digital format (Figure 5). Throughout this process, we continued to use the high-level service
storytelling models as guiding principles to help the team members maintain their focus on
nurturing the autonomous participation of each stakeholder. These tools not only served as
the guidance for the team in designing the detailed products within the service system, but
also were successfully used in promoting the project for fundraising efforts and visualizing
where partnering organizations could help for potential community collaborations.
SERVICE BLUEPRINT - INTRODUCING SERVICE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SURVIVORS

SERVICE BLUEPRINT - HOW SURVIVORS USE THE WEBSITE & JOTTO APP TO LEARN HOW TO DO

SERVICE BLUEPRINT - SEEKING SHELTER DURING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
TOUCH POINT
Home

Leasing Office

SURVIVOR 1
JENNY'S ACTIONS

Because of COVID-19, the abuse of
Jenny and her children is more serious.

SURVIVOR 2
EMMA'S ACTIONS

Emma is abused by Adam everyday
and her child Carlos often witnesses.

SURVIVOR 3
MARY'S ACTIONS

FRONT-OF-STAGE
INTERACTION

BACK-OF-STAGE
INTERACTION

SUPPORT
PROCESSES

Mary moves in with abuser and
discovers his tendency for violence.

Abuser would Abuser and
notice if she survivor
attempts to
live in the
seek help.
same flat

Abuser
knows her
workplace
and parent’s
address.

Grocery Store

Jenny goes to the leasing
office to submit a work order.

DVC’s Poster

DVC’s Brochure

Jenny reads
poster.

Emma puts on face mask
and walks to grocery store.

Grocery store staff
notices bruises on
survivor’s body.

DVI’s work: preparation

Publicity Program

Computer

DVC’s Brochure

Mary checks
out at counter.

The manager shows Store staff receiving DVI’s
her a DVC’s poster
brochure and stocking them
that also indicates
in the appropriate area.
its website.

Store staff prints a
receipt with QR code
and introduces DVI.

Computer

Phone

Jenny types the website
address on computer and visits.

- Takes DVI brochure out of grocery bag
- Reads brochure
- Tears coupon with DVI’s hotline off the brochure
- Throws brochure into bin

- Mary returns home and goes to the restroom
- Scans the QR code on receipt using her phone

The leasing manager
helps her how to use
the computer.

Computer

Phone

Jenny learns how to use Escape Site
and how to delete browse history.

Computer

Jenny clicks “Get
help” button.

Computer

Jenny fills out
online form.

Mary scans the QR code
on receipt using her phone.

Phone

Mary reads the information on
webstie and searches social media
to check for DVI’s authenticity.

Mary clicks “Get
help” button.

- Shows how to use escape site and link
the instruction of delete browse history
- Shows the key information and posts
authentic elements on other social media

- Show a short introduction of DVI
- Suggests an online inform
- Suggests to call 911 if it is emergency

Leasing office:
prepare the printed
poster and related
knowledge.

Recruit and coordinate DVI
Training of staff on:
employees for:
spotting survivors and
- Design, production and
handling out QR code
delivery of brochures to stores
- Marketing plans

Build DVI’s website

Loads SIM card
and stores number

Link the website
and Jotto App

- Gives website access to survivors
- Recruit DVI law students who are bilingual
- Train them on call procedure
- Brainstorming action plans for survivors

- Writes introduction of Escape site
- Link other website like MSN when they
click Escape site button
- Link another website of tutorials of deleting
browse history

- Write introduction of DVI
- Suggest emergency contact
- Lists possible questions to know
survivors’s situation

Recruitment plan

Google

Mobile Network

QR code system

- Website system
- QR code system
- Recruiting & Training system
- Language system

- Team social media operation
- Other website links

- Other resources information
- Survivors’s database
- Question lists

Mary fills out
online form.

- Obtain survivors’s data
- Assign different case manager to
each survivor
- Prepare corresponding work for
each survivor

- Propose different questions according to
previous answers
- Collect survivors’ data
- Send it to case manager/attorney
- Discuss help plan for survivors
- Make another appointment with survivors

Survivors’s database

Phone

Phone

Phone

Jenny reads other
available resources.

Jenny reads other
available resources.

Offer all the available
resource and contact number

Computer

Police

Jenny receives detailed plan on hotel’s
location, route and check-in code for shelter.

Emma downloads
Jotto App.

- Computer
- Printer

- Training system
- POS system
- QR code system
- Marketing plan

Computer

Emma dials hotline on brochure and communicates
with staff who speaks same language as survivor.

- DVI’s staff explains action plan
and educates Emma about VAWA
- Law students who are bilingual
supports the call system

Figure 3. Service blueprint
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Receipt
with QR code

Jenny browses
the website.

Slips DVI brochure into Emma’s
grocery bag while she makes payment.

Mary goes out for grocery
shopping but Peter follows her.

The leasing
manager notices
Jenny’s bruise.

Receipt

Mary downloads
Jotto App.

DVI’s staff
A short
guides her on
introductory
how to use the
video shows
Jotto app to
how to use
record evidence. the app.

Emma
wants help.

Emma secretly
records evidence.

Mary needs
help.

Mary secretly
records evidence.

Bus

Hotel

Welcome Package

Jenny memorizes the bus
route and hotel location
and walks to bus stop.

Jenny arrives at the hotel and
presents code number for check-in.

Jenny settles down in the hotel
and sees welcome package.

Information Packet
included in package

Jenny unravels the welcome package
and gets divorce attorneys hotline.

Hotel’s Phone

Clinic

Emma contacts the immigration
clinic referred by DVI.

Mary send all
the evidence.

Mary calls police
to seek shelter.

Mary arrives at the hotel and
presents code number for check-in.

- Show Chat window
- Student Attorney: answer
survivors' question
- Case Manager: provide
action plan options

- Show “Record” button
- Save and publish

- Show "Send" button
- Student Attorney & Case
Manager: discreetly
sends the case to the
hotel and police.

Student Attorney:
- DVI assigns case to case manager
- Chat service and book
- Team sends case to court
hotel/shelter
- Filing legal paperwork for
- Obtaining check-in code and restraining order
sharing it with survivors
- Police sends survivor to shelter

Bus driver arrives at the bus
stop.

Cooperate with other resources

Send message

- Record through photos,
videos and audio
- Save to calendar
automatically

Send message

- Contact partner hotel
- Mapping out the route
from survivor’s home to
hotel

DVI Team choose a best
route.

Other resources information

- AI Robot reply
- Chat system

- Record system
- Classification function

Security system

- Google map
- Hotel registration system
- Code generator

- Public transportation system
- Paper and pen

Mary settles down in the hotel
and sees welcome package.

Home

Jenny expresses concerns
over her future financial needs.

Emma send all
the evidence.

Mary unravels the welcome package and
gets self-love care kit and counseling hotline.

Mary stays at the shelter and
continues to work using her laptop.

Emma's case for VAWA gets
approved, she takes her child
and leaves her abuser.

Mary leaves shelter after two
weeks of COVID-19 quarantine
and returns to her/parent’s home.

- Hotel staff sanitizes survivor
- Staff checks in survivor and gives
room number

- Delivery of welcome
package to shelter
- Set up package in the room

- Learn about: COVID-19 security guidelines,
suggested long-term plan options, resources,
and available community organizations.
- Organizing information packet to make sure
all essential information is included

- DVI refers Jenny to divorce
attorneys and organizations
- Divorce attorneys and
organisations meet Jenny and
go through a plan with her

- DVI refers Mary to contacts the
mental health counselor
- Health counselor provides
counseling via call and records
data in the therapy session

Hotel staff helps survivors check
out and get feedback.

- Preparation of list of survivors
checking in for the day
- Preparation of sanitizer for COVID
measures
- Registering code number into the
check-in system

Packing of the welcome package:
Making sure it includes
information packet, food,
coupons and essentials

- Designing of the information packet
- Brainstorming options for survivors
- Liaising with community organizations

Coordinate and liaise with divorce
attorneys and organizations

Coordinate and liaise with counseling
services and organizations

DVI Team receives and collects
feedback data.

- Training system: check-in procedure
- Hotel registration system
- Sanitizer stock up

- Brainstorming on products to be
included in welcome package
- Sourcing of products

- Security guidelines
- Community system

Liaison and cooperation
with third parties

Liaison and cooperation with
third parties

- Shelter registration system
- Collection system
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Emma went to the grocery store with her abuser to purchase something. At the check out counter, the staff noticed Emma's bruises and hands
her a receipt with DVI's QR code on it while the abuser was on his phone.

Emma heads to the rest room when she got home and took out her cell phone. She scans the QR code on the receipt and it brought her to DVI
clinic website. She explores the website.

Emma enters her room and to her surprise, she finds a welcome package on the bed.

Emma arrives at the shelter, feeling slightly relieved.

Emma opens the package to find detailed information on how the shelter works. The package also includes various items such as a brochure
which includes hotline Emma may need and a letter from DVI to comfort her by showing her more details about her future plan.

Emma uses various social media platform to check for DVI's authenticity. After making sure that DVI is trustworthy, she decides to seek help
from them and follows the step shown on the website.

DVI arranges an online meeting for Emma and a Law attorney to discuss in details the next steps she needs to take. The discussion went well
and Emma is glad she survived this ordeal.

So Emma decides to move out from the shelter. She leaves the shelter feeling empowered and full of hope for a better future. She appreciates
all the help DVI provided her.

Figure 4. Example of an experience prototype

We also created touchpoint materials, including a digital promotion piece to be shared on
social media, as well as a postcard and tear-off information flyer that could be placed at
essential business places where the survivors could see them and initiate their journey (Figure
5). We created them in portable sizes with minimal information so that the survivors could
keep them securely without being noticed by the abuser who may be accompanying them.
Additionally, we developed process maps to increase communicational accessibility by
creating universal visuals that could be understood across different languages, literacy, and
cultures (Figure 6). These maps were intended to be placed on the website to give a better
sense of control by serving as a systematic guide for the holistic process, and also to support
the communication between the survivors and lawyers. Additionally, these maps are being
used to educate new volunteer attorneys and advocates who join the DVI.
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DVI LEGAL CLINIC
A virtual clinic that provides competent and holistic legal care
Survivors will be able to articulate and advance their own legal strategies
Every survivor is treated with the dignity and respect he/she deserves

SURVIVOR CONTACTS
DVI CLINIC

ASSIGNED A
STUDENT ATTORNEY

GOES THROUGH PLAN
WITH SURVIVOR

Via DVI’s website upon
being exposed to various
marketing platform

Survivor communicates with
attorney via phone calls

Student attorney goes through
plan with survivor and discuss
various available options

JOTTO

SURVIVOR SEEKS
SHELTER

EXECUTE
ACTION PLAN

DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE EVIDENCE

ASSESSING
SURVIVOR’S NEEDS

If required by survivors:
DVI assigns shelter to
survivor so they can have
a safe house

File for VAWA
Restraining order

Gather evidence against
abuser to prove that
abuse occured

Find out immediate needs of
survivor (shelter, protection
orders, employment)

SHELTER
PROCESS

GETTING
INFORMED

REFERRAL OF
RESOURCES

DVI AFTERCARE
SERVICES

Survivor goes through
sanitisation process and
complies with Covid-19
14 days quarantine

Survivor receives
information on
upcoming action plans
and guide on next steps

If required by survivors:
DVI refers resources such as
counselling, cooperating
lawyers for legal
representation, assistance in
securing institutional and
financial support

DVI checks back with
survivor to make sure the
process went well and
check if they need any
other help

Figure 5. Social media promotion, tear-off flyer, postcard (front and back), and consulting process map
Temporary Order

Emergency Order
ABUSE OCCURS

Ten Day Hearing

OR
You file for a temporary order at the
courthouse where abuse occurred

If you fled your home, at the courthouse
closest to your present location

OR

PARTIES ATTEND
HEARING
In person or by phone

You call police

You go to police station

Go through
courthouse security

IF REPRESENTED
BY AN ATTORNEY

CLERK OF COURT
SWEARS IN PARTIES

Parties raise their right hands
and repeat after the clerk

IF NOT REPRESENTED
BY AN ATTORNEY

Go to Clerk’s office

You report abuse

INTRODUCTION

COMPLETE THE FORM

You request an emergency restraining order

Request and complete
209A forms

Need assistance completing the 209A forms?
Attorney's, advocates, family members and
friends may assistance you.

Need language assistance?
The 209A forms come in other
languages or you may
request translation assistance

Attorney introduces
themselves to Court

ATTORNEY QUESTION

Attorney may ask you questions about
your relationship to the person harming
you and the nature of the abuse

Police will call the judge on duty

Return forms to Clerk

Clerk will review forms
and take your ID

Clerk will process
paperwork

You will wait for the
judge to call your case

You will go before the
judge in open court

Judge may ask you questions
about the incident(s) of abuse

JUDGE QUESTION

Judge may ask you some questions
about your relationship to the person
harming you and the nature of the abuse

Judge will ask you questions
related to the incident

PRESENT EVIDENCE

Judge will determine if the inofrmation is
sufficient to issue the emergency order

If the person harming you is present when you file for the temporary order
or can be made to attend the hearing, the court will hear both parties at
that time in order to determine whether sufficient evidence exists to issue a
one-year order. (If this occurs, there will be no 10-day Hearing)

IF EMERGENCY ORDER IS ISSUED

Judge will determine if
sufficient evidence exists to
issue the temporary order

Attorney provides the Court with
evidence of abuse (if available)
such as videos, pictures, police
reports and medical reports

JUDGE QUESTION

Judge may ask you some questions
about your relationship to the person
harming you and the nature of the abuse

TESTIMONY

You give testimony (speaking)

PRESENT EVIDENCE

You provide the Court with
evidence of abuse (if available)
such as videos, pictures, police
reports and medical reports

DEFENDANT SPEAKS

The person harming you tells the
Court their side of the story

DEFENDANT SPEAKS

The person harming you tells the
Court their side of the story

The police to try to serve the person
harming you immediately after the
judge issues the emergency order

Emergency order will be
valid until the court opens
the next business day

Emergency orders are effective
immediately and require you and
the person harming you to appear
in court the next business day

If Judge issues the temporary
order, it will be valid for NO
more than 10 days

dvilegal.org

You will receive a copy of the temporary
order, which contains information about
the 10-day Hearing

The police will try to deliver a copy of
the order to the person harming you

dvilegal.org

After the hearing, the Judge will determine
whether to issue the restraining order
dvilegal.org

Figure 6. Visual process maps and service blueprints

3.2 Websites and Apps
In parallel with the service design work, and informed by it, we commenced the process of
envisioning and realizing the digital technology components that would enable DVI’s
attorneys, advocates, and law students to interact with survivors remotely. Prior to the COVID19 lockdown, nearly all of the DVI’s work was done in person. Clients were identified and initial
connection was made at the courthouse. Intake and ongoing counselling was often conducted
on site at the law school clinic’s offices. And restraining order hearings were conducted in
courtrooms. All of this had to change, and quickly. Three solutions quickly emerged: (1) A basic
informational and intake website; (2) Deployment of both custom and publicly-available
smartphone apps that would allow for private communications between the clinic and
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survivors; and (3) Online court forms that would allow both lawyers and survivors to quickly
and easily complete applications for restraining orders and other relief.
The website (https://dvilegal.org/) went online in July 1, 2020, as it became clear that the
lockdown order would not be temporary. Figure 7 shows the landing page of the website. We
kept the digital design simple and straightforward, in keeping with its purpose—to provide
potential clients with an easy, safe, and secure way to seek the DVI’s services. Using
SquareSpace as the design platform, and crafted by Kyle Lasky (www.kylelasky.com), the
website consists of basic information about the services offered, a short online intake form
powered by Formstack, and a resources page that details the many local community social
services available to survivors. Crucially, the “Escape Site” button takes the viewer to the
msn.com search engine, without the ability to navigate back to DVI, so that the survivors can
quickly exit the site in case they are interrupted by abusive parties.

Figure 7 DVI Legal Website

Secure communication between survivors and lawyers was of paramount concern given the
forced isolation of the pandemic. Two strategies were deployed. The first was to simply
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leverage the existing text and chat functions of off-the-shelf smartphone apps like Signal and
Google Voice. The second was to deploy the remote app Jotto (created by Quadrant 2) to
safely and securely transmit client information and evidence to lawyers without leaving a trace
on clients’ smartphone, to be used when off-the-shelf apps were not preferred by clients.
Finally, we engaged with, and supported, new online emergency order court forms that were
being rapidly developed under the leadership of the Massachusetts Access to Justice
Commission’s Covid-19 Rapid Response Task Force and Suffolk Law School’s Legal Innovation
& Technology (LIT) Lab. This web browser based platform was built to allow clients and law
students to—for the first time—complete and file all the necessary court forms remotely.
Figure 8 shows the landing page for the MassAccess Court Forms Online platform
(www.courtformsonline.org).

Figure 8. MassAccess: Court Forms Online

4. Discussion
In this section, we review the project from the perspective of the six service design
characteristics introduced in the Background section. First, our intention was to bring in the
humanizing aspect of service design to legal system development, represented as the DVI
clinic in this case, by focusing on the principle of dignity and autonomy. We utilized a service
storytelling model to create an ideal path of experience that gradually enhances the autonomy
of the stakeholders. In the mapping process, we learned that assisting the survivors to regain
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their sense of control with informational support and by providing the means by which they
could take action is the most important in supporting the survivors. Therefore, we could pay
attention to designing multiple ways to prioritize these needs, such as keeping the URL in small
pieces of paper, quiet and private consultation with the volunteering lawyers, and using a ridesharing service as a way of quick and safe transportation to the shelter.
Legal design requires a balanced view to quickly examine the universality of law and the
particularity of a controversy; therefore, the holistic nature of service design was beneficial
for examining the DVI legal clinic from a system perspective together with the attention to the
details. It helped the team to coordinate the collaboration of the stakeholders in supporting
the survivors and to consider seamless connections between multiple organizations instead
of one interface. The fact that this project filled an urgent demand for those who needed
immediate help during a global disaster could easily lead to a partial and temporary
amendment to existing practice. However, taking the service design approach enabled us to
maintain our focus on the holistic solution, designing for extra-legal circumstances
surrounding a challenging legal process.
Another characteristic of service design is its participatory nature. To increase accessibility of
the service and nurture inclusiveness in the service co-production, we created low technology
touchpoint material such as printed flyers, in addition to digital means such as websites and
apps, to accommodate survivors with diverse situations. An interesting observation is that
both service design and legal design emphasize participation. In the case of legal design, a
participatory process supplies the procedural justice that affirms the design. In future studies,
there is a need to explore the importance of participatory co-design process in legal design.
We actively engaged the DVI clinic lawyers in the design process, and the design could not
take place without their input and feedback. Still, this study has a key limitation: that we could
not directly involve the survivors in the design process because of the restrictions and urgency
posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Future studies and co-design activities after the pandemic
will need to include the survivors to actively collect their thoughts about the design and
discuss how to refine the DVI service further. However, the fact that we had to find an
alternative way to account for survivors leaves us with more research questions to explore in
the future. Some stakeholder groups may find it challenging, risky, or mentally disturbing to
be contacted by designers. Could the situation be a particular pattern within the area of legal
design? What would be the optimal ways to represent them in the design process?
Tangibility is well-known as the contribution of design in the field of service. Design can make
intangible services tangible, thereby enabling stakeholders to control the system better. Such
concreteness and accompanied transparency worked positively in legal design as well, by
visualizing the process and creating tangible touchpoints for the stakeholders so that they
could autonomously interact with the legal system. Models such as service blueprints and
scenarios assisted the team in recognizing that there are needs surrounding the technological
supports. Therefore, we could develop resources and systems to intervene at these
touchpoints to meet the needs of stakeholders that are related to autonomy. For example,
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we created multiple visual flow diagrams to represent different legal process options. These
maps were intended to provide clear roadmaps for survivors and volunteer lawyers so that
they can have a better sense of autonomy for available action plans.
Designing an optimized collaboration process for the stakeholders was key in this project,
utilizing service storytelling maps, flow diagrams, storyboards, and service blueprints. The
principle of autonomy served as the backbone of the whole design process. It was expressed
as strategies such as ensuring safety, providing the right amount of information, providing
multiple options, and devising a concrete action plan. This principle also supported team
collaborations through the whole process. In future studies, there is a need to compare and
contrast the importance of process in both design and law. Both disciplines are quite process
oriented. Design has an iterative process of refining the idea with sketches, models, and
prototypes. The trial process in law is also a carefully designed procedure. It can be argued
that both are a process of rhetorical inquiry. Design is a process of continuous argumentation
with self and stakeholders (Rittel, 1987) with the aim of creating a product or service that is
an embodiment of a persuasion that guides the action of the users (Buchanan & Margolin,
1995). Legal representation is a direct descendent of oration that is the art of the rhetoric for
purposes of convincing decision-makers. Future studies should investigate the shared
rhetorical aspect of the design process and the legal process to devise a novel transdisciplinary
process that is optimized for legal design.
The transformative aspect of service design worked especially well with legal design, as both
are theories of change, aiming for disruptive and innovative outcomes. We not only intended
to provide an immediate solution to a problem, but also wanted to create a system that
fundamentally nurtures the autonomy of the stakeholders and trigger a system level change
to the situation itself where the problem originated from. Law is the invisible grid behind
design and the structural frame of human societies; therefore, the collaboration of law and
design enables designers an unprecedented possibility for making real impacts for
organizational, institutional, and social changes. Legal design reveals that there are humanistic
principles and moral directions in the activity and outcome of design. Future collaborations
will continue to make impactful changes in the fields with the common aim of enhancing
autonomy and thereby dignity in people’s everyday lives.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a case study of legal design project done in collaboration of
multiple disciplines to assist the urgent need of domestic violence survivors during the COVID19 pandemic. With the aim of enhancing the dignity and autonomy of the survivors, we
utilized service design as the approach to supplement the limitation to research posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic. This project contributes to the field of service design and legal design by
exploring how service design can elevate legal design beyond methods and means into a
discipline that dignifies the human experience of moving through legal systems and processes.
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